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:. .: _.., I ,I. . :, jr>- f :.’ : 
De& Mr. Smith: 

. : 

This letter responds to your request that we extend our previous analysis of the 
potential budgetary and economic effects of various Social Security reform 
,proposa& to-include the proposal you have put forth: This letter follows, the 
methodology and format of and uses the same economicassumptions as our 
previously issued reports Our analysisof ‘your proposal is based on cost estimates 
provided by the:Office of the,Chief Actuary, Social SecuriiyAdministration (SSA); 

the 1egislative:language contained in ,H. R. 3206; and discussions,with your staff. In 
summary, as agreed, with your office, our assessment, of your proposalis based on the 
analytic framework we provided to the Congress last March, which consists of three 
basic criteria:“-’ r 

. ., : 2 ‘>,. 
0 the extent to which the proposaLachieves.sustainable solvency and’how it would 

I’ affect the economy and the,federal budget (see pages,-13 through 18); 
. . : I 

l .the balance struck between the twin goals of income adequacy (level and 
certainty of benefits) and individual equity (rates of return on individual 
contributions) (see pages 19 through 20), and ,.. 

t... 
.L 

” 

‘Social Security: Evaluating Reform Proposals (GAO/AIMD/HEHS-00-29, Nov. 4,1999) and Social 
Securi~ Refom: Evahation of the Gramm Proposd (GAO/AIMD/HEHS-OO-71R, Feb. 1,2OQO). 

I 

‘As provided in the m&to from the Office-of the Chief Actuary, d&ted Noveiier 3,1999. 

3Socid Security: Criteria for Evaluating Social Security Reform Proposai’s (GAOfI’-HEHS-99-94, 
Mar. 25,1999). 

\ .j ? 
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l 1.: how readily such changes could be implemented, administered, and explain&to 

.’ We PUN.% (see page Wz4. ,. 
.;- ,: ..,. ..x 7”. 

I ’̂ :. 
In evaluating your proposal against the three basic criteria,.we used a set of detailed 
questions, included on pages 6 through 8, to determine potential effects of reform 
proposals on important policy and operational aspects of public concern. 

As you requested, we used our long-term economic model in evaluating the proposal 
against the first criterion, that of financing sustainable solvency.5 Specifically, we 
used this model to simulate the potential fiscal and economicimpacts of your 
proposal over a 75year projection period. In simulating the reform proposal, we 
used the income and cost estimates prepared by the:Office of the Actuary at SSA, and 
we adapted the model as appropriate to reflect specific ~reformproposaliprovisions. 
As you requested, our simulation results also compare the proposal with alternative 
fiscalpolicy paths developed in ou$iprior model, work. Asagreed with$&&office, in 
order to permit comparison with other reform plans discussed in our issued work, 
the long-term simulations presented in this report are based on the economic and 
budget assumptions contained in the Congressional Budget Office’s Jmy 1999 
baseline. _1 _- .! ._ :, 

z;.;,, ; .’ _. ., I .., (, -, /1 
We,used qualitative research to extie how well the proposaVb&nces adequacy 
and equity concernsand .provides for reasonable implementation andcommunication 

.: of any changes.. In so doing, we,relied:on our-issued and ongoing.body of w’ork on 
Social Securityreform. This work addresses various issuesraised,by reform 
appro,aches, including establishing individual: accounts, .raisirigthe retirement age, 

,. and determinin g the impact of reforms on minorities a&women6 I !:* 
: . . : : _ ; :” .. .;. ,, -. T’.‘, ._.. 

We provided a draft of this letter and the enclosure to SSA. We received oral 
comments from SSA’s Office of Retirement Policy and Office of the Chief Actuary and 

; have incorporated,these as appropriate. Weconducted OUT work from November 
1999 through February2000 in accordancewith’generally accepted government 
auditing standards. 

..- 

‘Social Security Reform: Implementation issties for Ino!itidual Accounts (GAO/HEHS-99-132, June 18, 
1999) and Social Security Reform: Administrative Costs for Individual Accounts Depend on System 
Design (GAO/HEHS-99-131, June 181999). 

‘For our analysis of the Smith proposal, we relied upon the economic and budget assumptions 
contained in the Congressional Budget Office’s July 1999 baseline. These are the same assumptions 
we used in our earlier analysis of other Social Security reform proposals. 

%ee Social Security: lndiridual Accounts as anElement of Long-Term Financing Reform (GAO/T- 
HEHS-9946, Mar. 16,1999); Social Security Reform: Implications of Private Annuities for Iudividual 
Accounts (GAO/HEHS99-160, July 30,1999); Social Security: Issues in Comparing Rates of Return 
with Market Investments .(GAO/HEHS99-110, Aug. 5,!999); Social Security Reform: Implications of 
Raising the Retirement Age (GAOMEHS99-112, Aug. 27,1999); Social Security Reform: Implications 
for Women (GAO/T-HEHS99-52, .Feb. 3,1999); and Social Security and Minorities: Current Benefits 
and Implications of Reform (GAO/T-HEHS-99-60, Feb. 10,1999). .’ 
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We are sending copies of this report to the Honorable Kenneth S. Apfel, 
Commissioner of the Social Security Administration; the Honorable Lawrence 
Summers, Secretary of the Treasury; and other interested parties; Copies will be 
made available to others upon request. 

If you or your staffs have any questions about this report, please contact Paul L. 
Posner, Director, Budget,Issues, on (202) 512-9573 or Cynthia M. Fagnoni, Director, 
Education, Workforce, and Income Security Issues, on (202) 512-7215. I;. 

Sincerely yours, 

L 

t 

.  

David M. Walker 
Comptroller General 
of the United States 

Enclosure 
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L L 

. . . . . . Critcy&&r Evaluating Crit@&w Evaluating 
Social S&ur’ity Ref&m Proposals Social S&ur’ity Ref&m Proposals 

.’ 

Ttie three basic criteria that provide policymakers with a framework 
for assessing reform plans: 

l Financing Sustainable Solvency ; ., 

l Balancing Adequacy and Equity in the Benefits Structure 

‘. . . r. 
l Implementing and Administering Reforms : .$‘. ., ‘:. 

. 
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Evaldting Social Security Reform Proposals 

.,’ 
, , .  

. I  
,~ I_, 

l Comprehensive proposals can be evaluated against three basic’ criteria. 
4,. 

0’ Reform proposals should be evaluated as packages that strike a balance 
among individual reform elements and important interactive effects. ‘. 

l Some proposals will,fare better or worse than other proposals under each 
criterion. \ 

, ,  ‘I _, 

l Overall evaluation of each proposal depends on t,he weight individual 
policymakers place on each criterion. 

.j 

,’ 
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This criterion evaluates the extent to which the proposal achieves sustainable solvency, 
includin,g, how the proposal would affect the economy and the federal -budget. ~. . . _, . . ..-i . . 

To what extent does the proposal: 

l Reduce future budgetary pressures? ,., Y- - : 

l Reduce d’ebt held by the public? ’ ’ ‘j. ’ ‘. ’ ” 

l Reduce the cost of the Social Security system as a percentage of GDP? 

l Reducethe percentage of,federaf revenues consumed by the Social Security system? 

l Increase national saving? 

l Restore 75year actuarial balance and create a stable system? 

l Raise payroll taxes, &a&on general revenues, and/or use Socjal Security trust fund 
surpluses to finance changes? 

l Create contingent liabilities? 

l Include “safety valves” to control future program growth? 

. 
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Balancing Adequacy tind Equity 

This criterion evaluates the balance struck between the twin goals of income : 
adequacy (level and certainty of benefits) and individual equity (rates of return 
on individual contributions). ._. : 

To what extent doedhe proposal: ‘. 

l Change current-law benefits for current and future retirees? ” 

l Maintain benefits for lo&income workers who,are most reliant on Social 
Security? 

l Maintain benefits for the disabled, dependents, and survivors? . 

l Ensure that those who contribute.receive benefits? 

l Provide higher replacement rates for lower income earners? 

l Expand individual choice and control over program contributions? 

l Increase returns on investment? 

l Improve intergenerational equity? 
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lmplernenting and Adr@nistering Reforms : 

. Th.is.cr@ri.on. evaluates .how rea~,ily,such.changes could be implemented, 
administered, and explained to thepublic. ., L. 1 i ,-_: 

To what extent does the proposal: 
: I : .,y ‘_ .. ‘:‘: 

l Provide reasonable timing and funds for implementation and,resuIt in 
reasonable administrative costs? ,, 

l Allow the general public to readily understand its.financing structure and 
increase public confidence? ‘. - 

l Allow the general public to readily understandthe benefit structure and 
avoid exp&ation gaps? “; ., : 

l Limit the potential for politically motivated investing? .. :. 
-, ‘. 

.I 

: 

” 
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:’ 

Financing,‘Sustainable Solvency: 
GAO’s Long-term Economic Model 

:. 

l GAO’s long-term economic model is ‘used. to help assess the potential~fiscal and 
economic impacts of Social Security reform pro+sal’s: i , 

..~ : 
l The economic model was originally developed by economists at the Federal 

Reserve Bank of New York. 

l The.,key -interaction between the budget and the economy in the ‘model is the effect 
of the unified federal deficit/surplus on the amount-of national saving available for 
investment, which influences long-term economic growth. ‘- 

l Long-term simulations provide illustrations--not precise fbrecastsilof the,relative 
fiscal and economic outcomes associated with alternative policy paths. 
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Financing Sustainable Solvency: 
Alternative Fiscal. Policy Simtilations 

<... . . 
Reform simulations are compared to several long-term simulations developed ‘as part of 
GAG’s ongoing model work. These simulations are based on the economic and budget 
assumptiqns;~cntained in CBQ’s.July 1,999 baseline. .All:sjmulations. assume p,ayment of _ 
current-law Soci%ecurity benefits-using general revenuesto supplem’ent bayroll tax financing. “. ., _’ 

l No action assumes no changes in current policies and thus results in saving the unified 
surpluses.- This assum$ion implies no emergency $&ding and th&actual spending falls within 
the existing discretionary caps. Thus unified budget surpl%es through~2029 are used to reduce 
debt held by the public. Thereafter, deficits are permitted to emerge. Discretionary spending 
follows CBO’s 1 O-year projections which assume compliance with the spending caps through 
2002,and growth with.inflationthrough 2008. Thereafter we-assume discretionaij”Sbending 
grows with the economy. .. 

l Eliminate non-Soci,a!Security syrpluses assumes that permanentunspecified policy actions 
(i.e., spending increases andlor tax cuts) are takenthrough 2009 that,eliminatethe on-budget 
surpluses. Thereafter, these unspecified actions are projected through the end of the simulation 
period. On-budget deficits emerge in 2010, followed by unified deficits in 2019. 

l Long-term on-budget balance assumes that the on-budget surplus is eliminated through 2009, 
as in the previous path. Thereafter, the on-budget portion is kept in balance by actions that cut 
spending and/or raise revenue to prevent on-budget deficits from‘emerging. This results in a 
unified surplus/deficit equal to the OASDI trust funds’ annual surplus/deficit through 2094 and 
equal to the Social Security annual cash deficit thereafter. 
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- 

Smith, H.R. 3206 

l Defined benefits are generally reduced from current law through changes to 
the benefit formula and increases in the normal retireme,@ age. At ; 
retirement, an additional reduction to OASI, benefits& ,-made, based on 
indivjdual account contri,butions. Surviving aged spo,uses-would receive the: 
reduced benefit plus 10 percent. .. : :: i 

l Individual “carve-out”‘accounts are equal to 2.5 percent of all taxable 
payroll for years 200!.-2025 and 2.75 iercent of all taxable payroll for years 
2023-2038.1 After 2038, carve-out amour&would be. based on OASDI 
in&-me in excess of the amount, needed to cover ann,ual program costs and 
a small,contingency reserve.. Fifty percent of a, married indk&iual’s account 
contribution w&id be credited to the spouse’s account. Additional 
voluntary contributions to individual accounts are allowed up to $2,000 . 
annually. Individuals may choose among investment funds approved by 
the Secretary of the Treasury. 

1 In estimating the 
us that the intent o P 

roposs!, SSA’s Office of the Chief Actuary assumed universal indiiidual account participation. Mr. Smith’s staff informed 
the legislation was that individual account participation would be voluntaty. 
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Smith, H.R..3206 
. . Financing Slistaindb Solvency 

As illustrated in the following graphs, compared to No Action, the Smith 
proposal: 

l Reduces projected unified surpluses until 2027 but maintains unified 
surpluses that average about 0.5 percent of GDP through 2072. (Figure 1) 

l Results in higher levels of debt held by the public in the near term but 
eliminates debt by 2017 and prevents debt from reemerging throughout the 
end of the simulation period. (Figure 2) 

l Lowers the net government cost of Social Security as a share of GDP in 
2030 by 2;2 percentage points--almost .one-third. Compared to No Action, 
the proposal reduces the government’s cost of. the program by nearly 90 
percent by 2074. Total revenue falls over this period by the. amount of the 
carve-out. (Figure 3) 

l Lowers net Social Security spending as a share of federal revenues in 
2030 by 9.3 percentage points--about one-fourth. In 2074, program 
spending would consume about 6 percent of federal revenues--or about 
one-fourth of today’s Social Security spending as a share of federal 
revenues. (Figure 4) _ 
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Figure I.,: Smith, H.R. 3206 
Unified Dbficits/Sur&!&es as a Share of GDP .,.: .\,.,” ,:.:, 2 2-,‘; ,&. .,. i ,,- ..” .,. ..I ,: _! <1, j :T” .‘: 2 

j . ,- :+-,.. 

10.0 - Eliminate non-Social .-’ 

-5.0 L- 

., 1999 2004 2009 2 : 2014 2019 :2024 -2029 2034 2039 2044 2049 2054 2059 2064 2069 2074 

: 

*Data end when deficits reach 10 percent of GDP. 
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Fk$ke 2: Smith; H.R. 3206 ,.. 
Debt Held by the Publik a &i&e of GDP 

‘., ,,. ’ 

Eliminate non-Social No action I 

100 

rice 

0 

-50 

1999 2004 2009 2014 2019 2024 2029 2034 2039 2044 2049 i054 2059 2064 2069 2074 

*Date end when debt reaches 150 percent of GbP. 
.  .  

‘I _ --:. 

A 
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Figure 3: Composition of Spending as a Share of 
GDP in 1998 and Under N-9 Acti0.p and 

Smith, H.R. 3206 

No action 

40 
30 

: 
Q 
ii E 20 20 

i! 
p” 

10 10 

0 0 

1999 2030 2050 2074 1998 2030 2050 2074 
;. L ; 

W Social Security S Health IElNet interest q AII Other Spending* 

*All other spending includes offsetting interest receipts in 2030 under no action and in 2030,2050, and 2074 under the Smith reform plan. 
Note: Since a payroll tax carve-out reduces revenue, revenue under Smith is net of the carve-out amount. 
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. -  
. .  

Figure 4: Social SecuritySp6nding as a Share of Total 
Federal Revenue iq 1998,,and 

.,. 
19& .2ocJ(j .‘. 2050 ... ;.&) 

H 1998 ratio H No action q Smith _“, 

Note: Singe a payioll tax carve-&t @uces revenue, revenue under Smith is net of thi,caiveo+ amtint. 
‘. : _ 

!. I ., 
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Smith, H.R. 3206 
Financing Sustainable Solvency 

l National saving would increase d&o the improved fiscal position of the 
government~~esulting from the proposed benefit,reductions. The carve-out tiould 
increase private saving and decrease government saving with no net effect on 
national saving.1 

l According to SSA actuaries, by 2073 payments of defined benefits from the 
OASt fund would be largely eliminated through the individual account benefit 
offset. The proposal gould limit the:‘size:of the trust funds to a minimal 
contingency reserve after 2038, thus reducing the actuarial deficit to about zero. 

l Finances individual accounts from payroll taxes? Benefit offset based on 
individual account contributions. Additional financing.from the general fund 
through (1) transfers to the’ OASDI trust funds from~‘@Ol-2009 (amounts based 
on estimates of the non-Social Sec$i,ty surpluses) and (2) reimbursements from 
the-general fund for @cost of certar,n .Disability&surance benefits. 

l Does not create new contingent liabil$&. . .Y‘ 

l OASl~~d,efined benefits reduced until’almost all benefits are fxojected by SSA 
actuaries to come from individual accounts by 2073. 

l&talysis limited to first order effects on saving. 
given the lack of expert consensus. 

Effects on saving behavior in response to specific refom provisions are not considered 

%ccording to Mr. Smith’s staff, once individual account contributions reach 8 percent of taxable payroll, the intent of the legislation is to 
transferto the general fund amounts in excess of a contingency reserve equal to 5.0 perceht of the amount projected to be paid from the 
OASI trust fund for the fiscal year. For our analysis we relied on the estimates from the Office of the Chief Actuary, which assume 
contributions would reach 8 percent by 2062 and increase to 10.26 percent by 2074. While this difference may have an effect on individual 
accounts, the Office of the Chief Actuary infomvsd us that this difference would have little effect on Trust Fund solvency. 
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Smith, H.R. 3206 
Balancing Adequacy and YEquity 

l Reduces current-law benefits for new retirees, starting in 2601. 
0. Phases in reductions to the benefit f%ormula. Initial~OASDI defined benefit 

level for average earnerswould declineby about 1 percent or less each : 
year, i.e., by 2020 defined benefits-would have been reduced by about 19 
percent relative to current law. Reductions limited for workers over about 
age 55 in 2000. 

l OASI defined benefits are reduced (offset) based on individual account 

’ 
contributions. As OASI defined benefits fall-and account balances get 
larger for later retirees, offset increases.. According to SSA’s actuaries, 
virtually all benefits would come from accounts .by. 2073. 

l Increases the normal retirement age at the rate of 2 months per year until 
jt reaches 67 jn 2011. Thereafter, retirement age would increase with 
longevity gains.” ” 

l As an.incentive to work longer, the proposal would in&ease the delayed 
retirement credit in 2000 and eliminate the earnings-test for retirees by 
2006. 

l Maintains current OASDI defined benefits (before offset) only for those 
workers who retire at. the normal retire,ment age and have-average lifetime 
earnings under roughly’$6,000 per year in 1999 dollars. 
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Smith, H.R. 3206 
Balancing Adequacy and Equity 

l Reduces OASDI defined benefits (before offset) for survivors, dependents, 
‘. and some disabled workers’ as a result of the benefit formula reductions; 

surviving aged spouses would receive reduced ‘defined benefit plus 
IO percent. Benefit adequacy may be improved for some individuals due to 
division between spouses of individual account contributions; 

l All who contribute receive benefits. Would expand coverage to include newly 
hired state and local government workers. 

l OASDI defined benefit structure maintains replacement rates for workers who 
retire -at the normal ‘retirement age and have annual earnings under roughly 
$6,000 in 199‘9 dollars.- 

l Workers have some investment choice, subject to certain limitations. 
l There is the potential for higher returns on investment; the risk is borne by the 

individual. According to the SSA actuaries, whether workers realize an 
.advantage from individual accounts will depend upon whether account yields 
are at least the level specified for the benefit offset (i.e., 3.7 percent real’ yield). 

l The move to advanced funding of Social Security may improve 
intergenerational equity. ‘_ 

’ Although not included in the estimates provided by the Office of the Chief Actuary, the legislatiin provides for general fund traw.fsrs to 
reimburse the OASDI trust funds for the benefits of disabled workers whose average indexed monthly earnings (AIME) does not exceed $1,667. 
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Smith, M.R. 3206 
Implementing and Administering Reforms 

. . . ./ : ,, 
,. .:, 

l Funding for implementation is, not. explicitly. discussed. The proposal 
provides no time frames for implementation. .-. .:.. -: 

l There is not enough information to estimate administrative costs. 
l Financing structure of the system may be difficutt to explain. -’ 
l The changes to the benefit structure may be difficult toexplain. The 

“offset” feature: of the proposal must be clearly explained; otherwise retirees 
may, expect a larger return than the proposal actually provides, potentially 
creating an “expectations gap.” An. education program will be. necessary to 
explain these-,points: 

0. The proposal would have SSA conduct a public education effort to assist 
::. individuals in making educated investment decisions. 
0, Participants may only choose among investment funds approved by. the 

Secretary of the Treasury. 
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Appendix I.: ,lnterp+ing Long-term Simulations 
.; I 

l Long-term simulations provide illustrations--not precise forecasts--of the relative fiscal 
and economic outcomes associated with alternative policy paths. 

l Long-term simulations&e useful for comf%Mig the potential outcomes of alternative 
policies within a common economic framework over the long term. .:‘:. 

.,,. .: ,..,I 
- Recognizing the inherent,,uncertainties of long-term simulations, we have 

generally ‘chosen, conservative assum$ions such zis ‘holding interest rates and 
total factor productivity growth constant. Variations in’these assumptions ’ 
generally would not affect the relative outcomes of alternative policies. ,, 

- The model simulat,es the interrelationships between the budget and the economy 
over the long term and does not reflect their interactionduring short-term 
business cycles. 

. 
l Long-term simulations are not predictions of what will happen in the future. In reality, 

policymakers likely would take action before the occurrence of the negative out-year 
fiscal and economic consequences reflected in some simulated fiscal policy paths. 
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I Appendbc I: &&al Security Reform Proposds in the Model 
: .- .,, .._ . - . . .,_ ” ,:: ,. 

,I. l : Reform proposal cost zand.income estimates are frcm &A’s Cffice,of the 
Actuary. 1: I ; 

. ._“. . “. ._.. _ ..__ ,-.. 
L For each p&osaf, .the QASDI cost estirnat$‘r~fl~~~~~a/l’~~pose~‘I- . . ._. . -.. _ .- .., ,. . “, 1’. . . reforms affectrng benefits.‘These include increases in the retirement 

,,,// ‘:’ : 
-. age, ~~~uce~,.COLAs,i.;changes in the index used to adjust initial benefit 

levels, 6enefitreducti:tibi-k ‘meant to offset individual ,accounts, ,and other 
proposed changes. .<. :. 

- For each proposal, the:OASDI income estimate reflects such elements 
as transfersfrom the general fund to the trust funds,‘the .redirection of 
revenue from the taxation of’benefits- from the Hospitai ln,surance (HI) 
trust fund to the OASDI trust funds,’ and:@#e-outsfrom the: payrcil tax 
used to establish;individual accounts. 

.._ 
l For all reform proposals, on-budget revenue and’spending reflectthe ; 

assumptions included in ,GAO’s no. action path,ladjusted fcr ,proposed ‘reform 
proposal changes affecting on-budget totals. . - 

- Changes include transfers.fr0.m the general-fund to the OASD!.trust -.-L.., 
funds, tax credits used to fund individual accounts, and other‘provisions 
that would-affect on-budget totals. 

IAssumptions underlying the no action path are shown on the following slide. 
. . 
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Appendix I: No Action. Model Assumptions ,. 

Model inputs Assumptions 
Unified surplus/deficit , 

.. Social Security spending (OASDI) ‘. 
CBQ through 2008; GAO simulations thereafter 
1999 Social &cur@ Trustees’ iintermediate 
projections 

. . . 

1999 Medicare Trustees’ intermediate projections 
CBQs pr~j&iO&, .  ,‘...‘..‘i ‘. 

CBO’s assumed levels throuah .2008; thereafter 
increases at the rate of economic growth (i.e. 
‘remains constant& a share of ‘GDP) 
CB.G‘thrbugh 2008; thereafter’increases at the rate 
of economic growth 
CBO’s assumed levels through 2008; in subsequent 
years receipts held constant at 21 .l% of GDP 
(dBO’s projection in 2008) 
17.4% 

Other mandatory spending :. 
.‘. ,* 

Discretionary spending 

/  

Receipts 

Saving rate: gross saving of the private sector and 
state and loual government sector 
Share of gross national savingthat flows abroad 
Labor: growth in hours worked 

Totaffactororoductivity growth 
Inflation (GDP price index) 

Interest rate (average on the national debt) 

33.3% 
1999 Social Security Trustees’ intermediate 
projections 
1.1% ‘d, ‘. (_ 
CBO through 2009; 1.9% thereafter (CBO’s 
projection in 2009) ” 
Average rate implied by CBO’s’interest payment 
projections through 2008; 5.6% thereafter (CBO’s 

1 , . )  ,  
:  

/_ j implied rate in 2008) 
Note i:, These assumptions,apply to c+r base simulation. no action. 
the discussion of the altematffe paths: 

For altematfve fiscal policy s’imulatiork, certain assirinptions,are varied, tiich are noted iti 

Note 2: In our work, all CBO budget projections were ccnverted from a fiscti year to a calendar year basis. The last year of CBOkprojaction p&cd is fiscal 
year 2009, permitting the calculations of calendar yearvalues through 2C03. 

/’ 

(935346/207089) 
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